I WOULD LIKE TO INVITE you all, well almost all, to Kalendar's 3rd anniversary party. Jan 18th you can help pick a cover guy for the End Up, Jan 19th you can win a date with one of the past cover guys at the End Up and Jan. 31st at the New hall you are invited to meet our city's royal title holders and watch them leave their pictures taken for Kalendar's Royal Photo Album coming soon. Hope to see you there.

GOOD NIGHT, Mad. Charles.

I picked this couple up at the airport and drove them to Belmont Hills in Belmont. It was pouring out. The driveway was very narrow and I had to drive up a third of a mile incline. After dropping the people off I turned around and kept skidding with no tread. My emergency brake let loose and I shot back. My rear tires were hanging over this cliff 80 feet up. I waited two hours with my foot on the brake until a tow truck came.

Well, the Coronation is over and Doris is our New Empress, yet everyone who votes should have been able to promote better than others. I have my doubts on how they vote, they vote for an empress in this city. I hope next year when they vote they announce the winner the same day, just like they do for the Emperor.

Still everyone involved had fun and made new friends, and raised money for our cause, and for many other organizations.

Everyone had a favorite so it doesn't really matter who won, I still love you, La Kish, and to the committee you're still a winner to us all.

Thank you, Don Barry, for your generosity after the Coronation, for everyone at bunny's, and, of course, our last car of creation who makes anyone beautiful—Herma. And to everyone else, thanks a million.

And last this month be sure to see Michael's show. It's gonna be plushing and the Hooker Ball. I'll be one of the biggest hookers there.

Nothing unusual happened in my taxi lately. Only the usual. Your Guy on Wheels, Bobby.

INSIDE EDEN

by Eric

First off I must make a correction. The fern in mind in the last column was Pants or Terraces. I hope someone out there in plant land caught that.

Now to the business at hand. Pets! I seem to be a chambeau gourmets. My closest friend discovered a cut worm in his schifflera. This little creature had stopped happily chomping away for weeks! Well, it has been extracted and put with everyone involved had fun and

and hopefully adjusted to heat and probably by the end of the month the plant will be one of the biggest hookers there.

Taxi lately. Only the usual. Your Guy on Wheels, Bobby.

FANTASTIC THINGS by Eric
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Now to the business at hand. Pets! I seem to be a chambeau gourmets. My closest friend discovered a cut worm in his schifflera. This little creature had stopped happily chomping away for weeks! Well, it has been extracted and put with everyone involved had fun and

and hopefully adjusted to heat and probably by the end of the month the plant will be one of the biggest hookers there.

Taxi lately. Only the usual. Your Guy on Wheels, Bobby.
ARMS AS BODY ARMOR

For most of human history, one's arms were his only defense in a fight. In today's world, however, the arms are no longer seen as a primary source of protection. The evolution of technology and society has led to a decrease in the importance of physical strength as a means of defense. However, in times of emergency or self-defense, the arms can still play a crucial role.

The difference between life and death in an emergency is often determined by one's ability to react quickly and effectively. For instance, if you are attacked by a muggler, your first reaction may be to try and run away. However, if you lack strength, you may not have the ability to defend yourself against your attacker. In such cases, it may be necessary to resort to physical force.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE ARMS

The arms are composed of several muscles that work together to perform a variety of movements. These muscles are responsible for the shaping and strength of the arms. The arms are also closely associated with strength than with the size, as is commonly thought.

The triceps is the largest muscle of the upper arm, having three heads and forming a horseshoe shape when contracted. It extends from the shoulder to the center of the arm, with the long head extending down to the elbow and the short head extending up to the biceps. The triceps is a prime mover in arm wrestling, bringing the forearm to the chest. It is also worked with dumbbells held in the "thumbs up" position, as in the curl with thumbs up, or in medial rotation. It is a primary muscle used in arm wrestling, bringing the forearm, and its long head is often used in arm wrestling.

The biceps is not even the largest of them. Most bodybuilders are aware of the brachioradialis muscle, which little show. However, they do add size to the arms when developed, due to their pushing outward on the biceps and triceps. The brachialis is a forearm flexor. The so-called "French" press is one of the most effective exercises for the arms. The triceps is the largest muscle of the upper arm, having three heads and forming a horseshoe shape when contracted. It extends from the shoulder to the center of the arm, with the long head extending down to the elbow and the short head extending up to the biceps. The triceps is a prime mover in arm wrestling, bringing the forearm to the chest. It is also worked with dumbbells held in the "thumbs up" position, as in the curl with thumbs up, or in medial rotation. It is a primary muscle used in arm wrestling, bringing the forearm, and its long head is often used in arm wrestling.

The biceps is composed of two heads, the long head and the short head. The long head extends down to the elbow and the short head extends up to the biceps. The biceps is a prime mover in arm wrestling, bringing the forearm to the chest. It is also worked with dumbbells held in the "thumbs up" position, as in the curl with thumbs up, or in medial rotation. It is a primary muscle used in arm wrestling, bringing the forearm, and its long head is often used in arm wrestling.

Of course, there's a lot more to strength than the arms, but in the popular thought, they are more closely associated with strength than other parts of the body. The arms are also closely associated with strength than other parts of the body. The arms are also closely associated with strength than other parts of the body. The arms are also closely associated with strength than other parts of the body. The arms are also closely associated with strength than other parts of the body. The arms are also closely associated with strength than other parts of the body. The arms are also closely associated with strength than other parts of the body.
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FEATHER & LEATHER POLIES
TICKLED OUR FANCY!

This last weekend at Bimbo's, the INTERNATIONAL FEATHER & LEATHER POLIES turned out to be nothing less than part of a fashion spectacular. Though the evening did include a variety of musical events, the focus of the evening was on the feather and leather clothing worn by the performers. The audience was divided into two sections, one for feather and one for leather. The feather section was led by an owl mascot, while the leather section was led by a wolf mascot. The two sections performed separately, but eventually joined together for a final performance. The audience was thoroughly enchanted, and the event was considered a success.
Here's to and cheers to a very happy New Year to all, coming days bring you all that the bar.

I broke my wrist that afternoon.

Happy New Year. I was decorating with my sister....

Here's to and cheers to a very...
**SUNDAY 12**
- Santa Cruz dvd rental, 1:00
- Stand-up at Le Devoir, 1-3
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 6:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the Midland Club
- The 15th annual Lake County Fair, 9:00 p.m., 31st.
- Benefit Night at the Wild One
- 10 PM, Glee Club Meeting at 30.
- Santa Cruz, 4:30 p.m., 31st.

**MONDAY 13**
- Fun Box Contest at the 30th Centre: 5:00 p.m.
- Calendar favorites at the 30th Centre: 2:00 p.m.
- The 30th Centre: 3:00 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 7:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.

**TUESDAY 14**
- Calendar anniversary at the 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- Open meeting at 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 7:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.

**WEDNESDAY 15**
- Calendar anniversary at the 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- Open meeting at 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 7:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.

**THURSDAY 16**
- Calendar opening: 9:00 p.m., 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 6:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.

**FRIDAY 17**
- Calendar anniversary at the 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- Open meeting at 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 6:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.

**SATURDAY 18**
- Calendar anniversary at the 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- Open meeting at 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 6:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.
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- Open meeting at 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 6:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.

**WINTER SENSATION!**
- Santa Cruz dvd rental, 1:00
- Stand-up at Le Devoir, 1-3
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 6:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the Midland Club
- The 15th annual Lake County Fair, 9:00 p.m., 31st.
- Benefit Night at the Wild One
- 10 PM, Glee Club Meeting at 30.
- Santa Cruz, 4:30 p.m., 31st.
- 30th Centre: 6:30 p.m.
- The Mighty Speed Eagle, 7:30 p.m., 31st.
- Dance Contest at the 30th Centre: 9:00 p.m.
- Men in the Moon: 6:30 p.m., 31st.
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WHERE it all starts


THE ORIGlnAL TURKISH BATHS
132 TURK STREET, S.F. 775-5551
The World's Most Famous Baths

BATHS

Downtown Map

MISC
JOCKEY SHORT DANCE CONTEST

DANCE CONTEST

Castro Village

Gems and Jewels

Mind Shaft

San Francisco

AN EXCITING LIVING IDEA!
Now taking applications for
THE APOLLO MEN'S APARTMENTS
851 O'Farrell 885-4446/474-0776

Studios & 1 Bedroom Apartments
145-165.

with PRIVATE BATHS & KITCHENS

Includes use of

- COMPLETE GYM FACILITIES
- STEAM ROOM
- WHIRLPOOL JACUZZI
- OTHER BENEFITS!

Facilities for overnight guests

MAYBE NEITHER OF US ARE

IT DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU WANT ??

BUT WE'RE TRYING HARD FOR TWO AND THREE.

BOTH BARS OFFER FANTASTIC SOUND, THE BEST

DRINKS, HUNKIEST BARTENDERS, FRIENDLIEST ATMOSPHERE AND

OUT OF SIGHT DECOR.

THE CHOICE WILL BE UP TO YOU.

Jocky Short

San Francisco

DANCE CONTEST
The Village is still echoing about the incident which occurred last Sunday, in which a man was shot by a police officer. The officer, who was off-duty at the time, has been placed on administrative leave pending an investigation by the department. The incident occurred near the corner of Polk and Sutter streets, where the man had reportedly been involved in a domestic dispute.

The officer initially responded to the scene and found the man with a knife. During the incident, the officer discharged his weapon, striking the man. The man was transported to a hospital and is currently in stable condition. The investigation is ongoing and the department is seeking additional information from witnesses.

The shooting has sparked a debate about the use of force by law enforcement and the need for more training on de-escalation techniques. Local community leaders have called for a public meeting to discuss the incident and its implications for public safety.

The city has also announced that it will conduct a thorough review of its policies and procedures related to police shootings. This review will be led by an independent panel of experts and will include an examination of the officer's actions and the department's protocols.

The village community has expressed a desire for transparency and accountability in the investigation. Many have called for the department to provide regular updates and to release any information that may be relevant to the public.

The shooting has also raised concerns about the mental health of the suspect and the need for greater access to mental health resources. The village has long struggled with issues related to homelessness and addiction, and many have called for a more comprehensive approach to addressing these problems.

In the aftermath of the incident, the village has come together to support one another and to demand accountability for the police officer's actions. The community is calling for systemic change and for a commitment to protecting the rights and dignity of all individuals.

The shooting has also sparked a broader conversation about the need for greater investment in community-based programs and services. Many have called for increased funding for affordable housing, mental health services, and other social programs that can help prevent such incidents from occurring in the future.

The village community is united in its commitment to fighting for a safer and more equitable community. They are demanding that the city take immediate action to address the root causes of violence and that it invest in the programs and services that can help prevent such incidents from occurring in the future.
FLYERS

COMPARE OUR PRICES!

Mecca Copy Center
276 Golden Gate
711-7570 711-7571

Xerox Discount Cards
for Students

&

MAIL BOX RENTALS • BUSINESS CARDS

Rubber Stamps • Xerox Copying